
This is an interesting and useful, but often frustrating, book. Durrani wishes to resurrect the history of publishing during colonial Kenya, which he understands as "a history of struggles" between, on the one hand, peasants, workers, and progressive African and South Asian intellectuals and professionals, and, on the other, the administration, settlers, missionaries, and the African and South Asian petite bourgeoisie (p. 17). His chapters generally follow his periodization of publishing: Chapter 2, "1884–1922: Resistance of Nationalities"; Chapter 3, "1922–1948: Consolidation of Working Class"; Chapter 5 (which constitutes one-half of the text), "1948–1963: Mau Mau Revolutionary Struggle"; along with shorter chapters on publishing at the coast, overseas support for Mau Mau, and independence. For most readers, Durrani's main contribution will be in the facts about the many papers that came and went during the colonial period and their general ideological tenor (helpfully listed in an appendix), and the importance attached to publishing by individuals like Bildad Kaggia and other Mau Mau leaders (although in his effusive praise of Mau Mau, Durrani might seem to overstate their publishing successes).

Despite his access to dozens of papers—including thirty-four held at the British Library—Durrani rarely engages with them in detail. Rather, he tends more often to identify a source, explain when it was published, where and by whom, and give a general description of how it advanced the cause of anticolonialism. Yet surely there was more going on in the pages of these papers. If a paper was predominantly concerned with anticolonialism, in what terms did it make its arguments? Human rights? Indigenous land rights? Liberal democracy? Durrani at times makes reference to these issues, but not at a sustained level; using newspapers to unpack ideological debates is (as Jonathon Glassman has shown us) possible and revealing. Moreover, we know that local newspapers in Kenya carried on intense debates over contemporary intra-African issues: literate Gikuyu, for example, used the pages of Muiguiithania as part of impassioned struggles over gender and generational relationships (as Lonsdale and Peterson have shown). Durrani's work would have been much richer had he examined in more detail the contents of his sources, the contours of debate, the languages and idioms used. Greater attention should also have been paid to the vast historiography on colonial Kenya. There are other questions Durrani might have posed: for example, could all missionaries and their publications be lumped in the coloniastist camp? (One thinks of Archdeacon Owen, nicknamed "Archdemon" by colonial officials tired of his critiques, in both the East African Standard and the Manchester Guardian, of "native policy.")


Part of Durrani’s limitations here might be the result of his political goals for the book. It often reads as a polemic: the press was a powerful weapon against colonialism, the implication being that it could serve a similar role in today’s Kenya. Durrani’s politics are clear throughout. While employed at the University of Nairobi as a librarian in 1984 he published several articles in the Kenya press about anticolonial leaders such as Pio Gama Pinto, not then included in the approved pantheon of national heroes. Durrani was soon “visited” by members of the Special Branch, “interviewed” at Nyayo House, and forced to seek asylum in the United Kingdom; this all makes Never Be Silent a very personal work. As Ngugi writes in the introduction, in detailing attempts by the colonial state to suppress free speech and an independent press, the book leads the reader to confront “the enormity of the ideological crimes perpetrated by the successive post-colonial KANU regimes” and “has a lot to teach Kenyans in their current struggles for national liberation and social revolution” (p. ii). As a primer for Kenyan journalists, readers and, no less, members of the government, Durrani succeeds. He also does well to remind Kenyans of the pivotal role South Asians played in providing space and press time to African anticolonial activists.

Unfortunately, and surprisingly in a book dedicated to publishing, Never Be Silent is littered with typographical errors. The last sentence of Chapter 3 is cut off midway through, for example, and while most media titles are italicized, many others are not. Britain’s Lincoln bombers may have been better challenged by Mau Mau had the Kenya Levelation Army in fact been the “Kenya Levitation Army” (p. 172).
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